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Introduction
You know when it is someone's birthday and you go to the closet or wherever your 
cards are stored to get a birthday card but there are not any left or you don't own 
any? Well if you know what I am talking about then you need to know how to make 
a homemade Birthday card so I am going to teach you how to make a fantastic 
birthday card.



Supplies:

*Glue

*Paper

*Stickers

*Ribbon

*Ink and stamps

*Pencil or pen

*Scissors 



Making The Card
First you have to take colored or plain paper for the main part of the card. After 
you have the paper fold it in half. After you fold it take the scissors and trim it how 
you like. If you want you can also take other paper, cut it then put it somewhere on 
the card for another background or a shape.



Decorating The Card
First you need to take any color of ribbon, cut it then put it on the edges of the card 
how you want. Then take the glue and put it on the card and some on the ribbon 
so it will stick together. Then you need to take the stickers and put them where 
you want on the card but don't put them in a big cluster or group, spread them out. 
Then take the stamp that you want, dip it in ink and put it on the card.



Write In the Card
First you have to open the card  whichever way you want. Then take a pencil or 
pen and write a nice note to the person. I would recommend you write in cursive. 
After sign your name below what you wrote. If you want you can also decorate the 
inside of the card as long as it is not blocking the writing.



Conclusion
As you can see, making a homemade birthday card is really easy so anyone can 
make one. You will see that with a homemade birthday card you can brighten 
anyones birthday. So go ahead and make more homemade cards. Maybe one for 
christmas, valentines day, or even thanksgiving. Have fun and be creative!



Good       
Luck!


